Enhanced coiled tubing improves well intervention offshore Malaysia

Perforation technique reignites production at Angsi field

The Angsi field has become a significant priority in terms of oil and gas production for Petronas Carigali Sdn. Bhd., a subsidiary of Malaysia’s national oil company. The field, which consists of both oil and gas reservoirs and currently has one main platform and four satellite drilling platforms, is in the southern Malaya basin in a water depth of about 69 m (226 ft).

Exploration began in 1974, with first oil and gas production in 2001 and 2002, respectively.

Well A-33 was drilled and completed in late 2004 with dual 3½-in. oil and gas production tubing. The well penetrated three pay zones, namely the H, I, and J reservoirs. In the early production phase, the well was producing from H-40 and H-50 via the short string while H-60/H70/I-115/J-10/J-20 reservoirs were commingled and produced through the long string – A-33L.
The long string has low reservoir quality with estimated porosity and water saturation of about 24% and 45%, respectively. The interval was perforated with a 4⅞-in. tubing-conveyed perforating gun and was completed without gravel pack. The string was put onstream in late 2004 and only managed to produce at an initial rate of 20 MMcf/d of gas and about 1,200 b/d of condensate. Gas production rapidly declined to about 5 MMcf/d after two years of production.

In mid-2008, the well ceased production because of low flow tubing head pressure. In mid-2009 and 2010, the string was again put onstream to assess its potential. Three well tests were carried out. The average gas rate obtained was less than 5 MMcf/d. Due to its rapid production decline, the decision was made to restore its potential by adding perforations via coiled tubing.

Adding perforations are challenging due to complexities such as on-depth perforation, depth accuracy of coiled tubing, and uncertainty of depth correlation prior to detonation.

**Well trajectory**

Due to A-33L’s high angle, conventional intervention methods such as normal slickline and electric line were restricted in reaching the target depth. The highest dogleg severity recorded in this well is 9.4°/100 ft at 1,600 m (5,249 ft) with highest deviation 72° recorded at 2,723 m (8,934 ft). Slickline was able to run in the hole with the assistance of a mechanical jar and slickline roller boogies. However, the tools descended with multiple holdups and low running weight.

Subsequently, the option of perforation via electric line conveyed by tractor and coiled tubing was evaluated but would require multiple runs. Considering the length of the perforation, 120 ft (37 m) across I-95 and I-100 sand, coiled tubing completion insertion and retrieval under pressure (CIRP), which is able to complete the job in a single run, was ultimately selected as the conveyance method for the additional perforation job.

**Completion insertion and retrieval under pressure**

Completion insertion and retrieval under pressure is a technique used to deploy long gun strings under pressure when the lubricators are shorter than the entire gun string. It is useful for retrieving long gun strings from a perforated well without killing the well. The system is also used for multiple perforating runs without killing the well between runs, or to overcome wireline weight limitation. CIRP also makes it possible to re-perforate older wells without stopping production, which cuts down production loss and potential formation damage. For this project, the well was still producing.

Safety is a concern, especially when dealing with the live guns on the surface. CIRP provides the added safety value in that when deploying guns under pressure it deploys the firing head separately from the gun. The head is installed in the lubricator and is then pressurized before being connected to the gun with CIRP. Accidental activation of the head when being pressurized would be harmless, as it is not connected at this time. CIRP allows the perforation in an underbalanced condition in a single run, which not only improves operation time but can also minimize formation damage and improve well cleanup after the perforation.

**Fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing with gamma ray and casing collar locator**

Fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing is a real-time bottomhole measurement and communication system that uses live telemetry to read bottomhole measurements. As opposed to the conventional coiled tubing string where job parameters are read from the surface, fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing improves job efficiency by not having to guess downhole behavior.

The standard application of the fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing with its bottomhole assembly (BHA) includes downhole pressure inside and outside of the coiled tubing, downhole temperature reading, and depth correlation using a casing collar locator (CCL). To increase the accuracy of coiled tubing depth correlation, a gamma ray (GR) module is attached within the standard BHA, which allows close to accurate depth control.

Fiber optic along the coiled tubing string collects point measurements downhole and optically transmits the data to surface in real time via the fibers. The features of the fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing system are:

- Dual-barrier pressure containment with surface and downhole pressure bulkheads
- Minimal impact on pumping operations
- Negligible weight increase to coiled tubing reel
- Requires only basic slack management
- Hardware support for distributed temperature measurements
- Wireless data collection, which eliminates the need for a collector.

A known disadvantage of conventional coiled tubing is that depth accuracy is often questionable because of the possibility of no surface indication that firing has taken place downhole. The introduction of fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing was necessary to avoid off-depth perforation and getting the live guns back to surface. GR and CCL work in tandem to get the perforating guns at the target depth with great accuracy, while real-time bottomhole pressure and temperature confirm that the perforating guns are fired as planned.

**Chronology of operation**

Well A-33L initially experienced high condensate issues. Described below is the summarized chronology of events at the well from the first attempt of well clean out before the insertion of long guns.

**First run – coiled tubing fill cleanout.** The sequence of the clean-up operation went as follows:

- Rigged up CT equipment on the platform
- Pull tested the CT connector and pressure tested the CT string
- Made up high-pressure jetting tool and function tested the tool at the surface
- Made up the CT stack-up and pressure tested the complete CT stack-up
- Ran the high-pressure jetting tool to the required depth
• Performed well clean up with seawater followed by viscous gel pills
• Plugged the jetting nozzle
• Replaced the high-pressure jetting tool with cleanout nozzle
• Continued to perform the well clean-up until plug back to total depth
• Pulled CT to surface to prepare for the perforating runs.

This was the first run into the well where coiled tubing performed a well cleanup using a high-pressure jetting tool and viscous gel pills. Several expected obstructions, such as hard fills, were removed with high-pressure jetting before being transported out from the well with the assistance of the viscous gel pills.

However, it was not anticipated that some loose fills were present in the casing when the high-pressure jetting nozzle was unexpectedly plugged as indicated by the inability to go down further during cleanout. The plan changed after discussions between Schlumberger and Petronas Carigali: the cleanout nozzle was used for the subsequent run and managed to touch down the plug back to total depth, indicating that the well was cleared prior to running with the perforating guns.

Second run – perforating with fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing. The sequence of the perforation operation went as follows:

• Rigged up CT stack-up to include the CIRP deployment system and gate valves
• Rigged up the surface lines
• Pull tested the CT connector and pressure tested the CT string
• Assembled and pressure tested the complete CT stack
• Broke off the risers’ connection at the quick test sub (QTS)
• Made up the deployment BHA and proceeded with the perforating guns deployment
• Made up the QTS after the completion of the perforating guns deployment and pressure tested the connection
• Broke off the QTS connection
• Picked up the firing head with stringer assembly and secured into the well stack
• Removed the deployment BHA and made up the real-time BHA before connecting to the firing head

• Connected the QTS and pressure tested the connection
• Performed the last deployment of the firing head into the perforating guns in between the CIRP deployment system
• Ran CT into hole for the perforating runs
• Performed the correlation with the real-time GR/CCL via fiber optic-enabled CT
• Confirmed the perforating depth based on the baseline log provided
• Picked up CT to the top shot with the aid of real-time GR/CCL reading and activated the firing head with the signals that match the commands preset on the surface
• Upon confirmation of detonation of the perforating guns, pulled CT to the surface
• Performed reverse deployment of the spent perforating guns using the CIRP deployment system.

The major challenge of the second run was to rig up the coiled tubing well control stack with the inclusion of the CIRP deployment system. Two extension frames were used on top of the jacking frame to accommodate the space required for the CIRP deployment with coiled tubing. This resulted in higher than conventional rigless coiled tubing stack up on the platform.

Twenty guns were deployed successfully at a rate of two hours per each gun section. The most critical step was to correlate the depth of the gun placements to detonating the firing head. This is where the gamma ray/casing collar locator live correlation via fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing vastly assisted the decision making in avoiding off-depth perforations.

Using the live gamma ray/casing collar locator correlation, the guns were positioned across the agreed depth prior to activating the firing head. Pulse signals were sent down the coiled tubing to activate the firing head, once the signals matched the preset signals set on the surface. The perforating charges fired into the formation instantly initiated the additional gas production expected from the well.

Besides live correlation GR/CCL, the ability to monitor the real-time bottomhole pressure and temperature greatly facilitated the firing confirmation of the perforating guns.

Results

The live GR/CCL via optical telemetry inside the fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing managed to improve on-the-job decision making before the gun detonations took place. The additional critical data, such as coiled tubing bottomhole pressure, annular bottomhole pressure, and bottomhole pressure, proved that a better picture of the overall perforating operation can be monitored. Following the operation, an additional 50 MMcf/d of gas began flowing from Angsi A-33L well.

Conclusion

The application of CIRP via fiber optic-enabled coiled tubing with gamma ray and casing collar locator to perforate I-95 and I-100 sands across a 120-ft (36.5-m) interval was proven to be extremely successful. The new perforated zones currently show superior results, with a gas production rate of about 50 MMcf/d after being idle for almost two years.

Risk analysis, technical discussions, and cost evaluation were critical in the decision making throughout evaluation of the CIRP perforation option. Close monitoring during the operation was also one of the contributing factors in achieving these successful results.

In conclusion, such application is highly recommended for long interval perforations in highly deviated wells, which cannot be reached by other conventional intervention methods.

The ability to perform all the long gun deployments in a single run significantly reduces the operation duration, allowing earlier monetization of the production gain.
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